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Abstract
Software deﬁned networking becomes more and more popular in the networking community, but is still missing its triumphal
procession into existing networks. Especially data-centers could beneﬁt from this evolutionary network paradigm and get rid of
many legacy parts with are still blocking the evolution how their networks are working in general.
In this paper we will present an approach, use-case and performance evaluation as well, for the integration of software deﬁned
networking applications in data-centers. This approach addresses a sub topic or more precisely a single software deﬁned networking
application for enhancing inter rack communication by involving the top-of-rack and aggregation switches in a common fat-tree
network topology.
The basic aim is to provide some sort of load distribution mechanism on the afore mentioned network layers by using a ﬂow
based load sharing procedure with layer two multi-path. The evaluation will show that this is increasing the throughput in a
rack-to-rack data exchange scenario.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Since Software Deﬁned Networking (SDN)1 becomes more popular in the networking community, researchers
and network operators are focusing on how to use and what to do with this innovative technology. One of the main
challenges is exploring use-cases and opportunities for productive environments and ﬁnally making use of the beneﬁts
this promising technology is oﬀering besides research aspects. The technological process of leaving research behind
and ﬁnding a way for the integration in applications and products for enterprise networks becomes a more and more
important topic for SDN in general and the networking community in particular.
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Especially data-center applications and use-cases based on OpenFlow (OF) are interesting optimization challenges.
Data-centers are usually hosting a lot of servers, switches and also routers. They are composed of several large layer
two networks, which is the ideal playground for SDN applications and the area with the highest expected impact
and evolutionary potential. SDN provides a basic mechanism to evolve this particular area in general. Protocols for
keeping a loop free layer two topology, especially in over-provisioned data-center networks, like the spanning tree
protocol (STP) does, are not longer required because OF oﬀers some sort of out-band layer two routing protocol. All
packet ﬂows are now processed in a centralized way with the entire knowledge of the network structure, available
paths and the concerning load. This basically means OpenFlow breaks up the layer two scalability barrier with smart
controller- or also called network-applications controlling this particular packet forwarding process.
In data-centers often the top of rack (ToR) switches are using port channels to the aggregation network in order
to provide redundancy and more capacity for the intermediate aggregation- and core-network traﬃc. This part of the
usual data-center network design concept can even be transfered to the in this paper described approach called “rack
to rack multi-path”. Basically this means a simple procedure for transferring the realization of a port channel principle
to the usage of the redundant wired aggregation network as used in fat-tree networks. It is a basic SDN application
approach for a typical data-center use-case without making network operators afraid of loops or nondeterministic
network behaviors.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 explains the background of this work
followed by in sec. 3 related work in this area. In sec. 4 is brieﬂy explained how the proposed concept is working.
In contrast, sec. 5 describes the detailed evaluation process with regular commercial OF enabled switches as they are
available in the market. This is basically the main comprised part of this paper, because it is an evaluation completely
based and produced on a productive and realistic hardware and network topology. Afterwards, in sec. 6 a brief outlook
about future opportunities is given. Finally, in sec. 7 the concept and evaluation outcome is concluded.
2. Background
The SDN paradigm oﬀers by default a separation of the control- and data-plane for packet forwarding elements. It
builds a logical separation between the packet forwarding hardware and the control logic. The concept further extends
this control approach by introducing a centralized control entity called Controller. OF is an protocol implementation
which exactly follow this approach. Meanwhile, from the ﬁrst research based publication 20082 till today with its
further standardization by the ONF3, it is more or less the most established and deployed SDN solution. It has found
its way into switching products from various vendors and is already included in their product portfolio. Nevertheless,
SDN still lacks of usage in productive environments. Most data-center providers are still using the well known and
explored commercial and often also proprietary solutions available in the market. There are a couple of reasons why
this new technology has still not found the way into productive environments. For instance the problem due the
complexity of the network topology, and especially the amount of devices to handle for the controller. In particular
this means that with an increasing number of ﬂows the controller can become a bottleneck and also a single point of
failure due its centralized nature. This issue needs more investigation and has to be solved completely before SDN can
feed future data-centers networks and lead to the promising evolution. An exception regarding the productive usage is
Google, which is indeed a good indicator that OF will not be a mayﬂy. But also Google is not using OF in the entire
data-center. They only use it in the core network for the data-center interconnects4, because they proﬁt from a fast
and more granular ﬂow based rerouting opportunity which OF is oﬀering. It is basically used for a fast handover and
load based ﬂow distribution after link failures.
In contrast, also the access network and the following use-cases could beneﬁt from improvements through SDN.
For instance, most data-center applications are distributed over several racks. An apache2 web-server front-end which
uses load-balancing via a back-end connector, like the AJP13 protocol5, to oﬀer content hosted by several tomcat
application servers located in an other rack. An other example is a virtualization of diﬀerent servers hosted by virtual
machines (VMs) distributed over two racks and the mirroring or migration of VMs between them.
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3. Related work
In6 we used the opportunity OF is providing to create a load-balancer with a regular OF switch in order to distribute
client requests directly to an array of redundant servers. The introduced approach is an OF data-center use-case,
designed for the edge network. We provided a procedure to forward destination network address translation (DNAT)
manipulated packets from the TOR switch to the racks or VM’s hosted by them and vice versa. Unfortunately this
approach had some major performance issues due to the not in hardware supported layer three rewrite actions of
the FlowEntries. Later, in7 we presented an improved concept by using a mac address translation (MAT) based
load-balancing mechanism, which delivered nearly line rate on the same hardware substrate. In this paper we are
addressing and introducing a concept for the next higher intermediate network topology, with the aim to optimize
throughput performance to or between the data-center edge.
Previous approaches with a similar topic are using an OF software emulated network ring topology with Mininet8
and a IP based path separation, as described in9. The in10 proposed approach is using an software emulated Mininet
topology for a similar evaluation. Others again, are using MPTCP11 in combination with OF to enhance data transfer
speed from one host to an other through an OF traﬃc engineered network. In contrast, the in this paper presented
approach is dealing with real OF switches, how they are used in data-centers, and only focuses on the evaluation,
feasibility and performance which can be achieved on todays OF capable packet forwarding devices.
4. Architecture
According to the multi-path opportunities also the transparent interconnection of lots of links (TRILL) standard12
is delivering, as described in13 by using diﬀerent VLAN tags to separate and share the load. This approach is very
similar, the redundant wiring between the top of rack switch and the aggregation network is used to distributing
diﬀerent ﬂows over the redundant network paths. In contrast, the presented approach does not need an additional
packet header encapsulation, because OF is using out-band control.
Fig. 1. Packet header matching ﬁelds in OF version 1.0 14
Nevertheless the SDN based solution proposed in this section, also needs a mechanism to separate and to distin-
guish the ﬂows. There is no way around, but OF provides the opportunity to use any header ﬁeld deﬁned for the ﬂow
entry packet matching process introduced by the concerning OF standard. Basically, this means for instance with
OF version 1.0 every packet header ﬁeld from the Ethernet header till the transport protocol port, as depict in ﬁg. 1
can be used for the separation process. Further it diﬀers under the aspect of ﬂexibility, in terms of ﬂow separation
patterns. This means that while one ﬂow is e.g. identiﬁed by its IP an other ﬂow can be identiﬁed by the transport
protocol. Moreover, this could even be changed on demand for the next ﬂow and the regarding application purpose
for example. This separation concept delivers a granularity for the traﬃc separation and the concerning load sharing
which is completely improving every afore mentioned development in this direction.
One of the basics which should be clariﬁed before continuing with architectural and evaluational aspects is the ﬂow
terminology. This is important to get the diﬀerences to conventional approaches as the other mentioned concepts like
TRILL or multiple spanning tree protocol (MSTP) based VLAN mechanisms. It should just create a solid and clear
uniﬁed understanding for the opportunities and extensions provided herewith. The henceforth used terminology for a
ﬂow is the following abstract description:
A vectored point to point connection over one or multiple packet forwarding elements, based on parameters speci-
ﬁed by the packet header ﬁelds and the associated action or actions.
The by OF naturally supported ﬂow concept builds the basement for the in this section presented network appli-
cation. The previously on a ﬂow based concept introduced separation opportunity is used to diﬀer and distribute
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the inter rack traﬃc between several ToR switches. Therefore diﬀerent routes are used over the redundant wiring of
the involved aggregation switches in a pod. Basically this means that all ﬂows which could be diﬀered can also be
distributed over all possibly available routes from any source to any destination in the pod.
(a) Two ﬂows on two diﬀerent paths (b) Four ﬂows using four diﬀerent paths
Fig. 2. Multi-path examples
This networking approach is able to enhance the data transfer-rate in a fat-tree pod. Especially for data exchange or
more precisely data input/output (I/O) intensive applications, catchword big-data, this is beneﬁcial. For instance, with
a cloud framework and network controller combination, the multi-path switching mechanism can be used to ﬁnd an
optimized solution for the communication between VM’s beyond the boarder of a rack. In general, this is also limited
by the amount of inter rack ﬂows and physical links between ToR and AGG switches. Unfortunately there is no way to
completely avoid traﬃc congestions, but especially the controller cloud middle-ware composition is able to improve
the impact of multi-path switching with an accurate VM placement. To avoid a ﬂow based traﬃc congestions caused
by the involved hosts, as shown in ﬁg. 6 with the interference of ﬂows from diﬀerent hosts, the cloud framework can
use opportunity to optimize network performance by allocating a VM host with a free network communication path
in an other rack, as depict by ﬁg. 2(b).
5. Evaluation
The evaluation is designed to validate the proposed architecture and investigate if this is basically reasonable.
Therefore some measurements were performed on the described topology. The measured values for the evaluation
were collected in our local OpenFlow testbed, which was created in scope of the OFELIA project15. The testbed is
called OFELIA TUB island and a detailed description can be found in16. The for this evaluation relevant informations
are that the local installation is composed out of six switches and three servers, all devices are equipped with 1GBit
links. For instance the servers have ﬁve interfaces. One interface is connected to the internal management network
(MGMT). The next is used for the control network(CTL), which provides SSH access for users to the VM’s. And
three interfaces (eth1-3) are connected to the experimental network (EXP). The topology of the testbed is also depict
in ﬁg. 3. One server, the IBM, is not usable for experiments. It hosts the OFELIA control framework (OCF)17, which
is available under BSD license, and used for allocating the computing and OF networking resources. The other two
servers, VMS1 and 2, are used to host VM’s and to perform measurements in the blue labeled EXP network. This
network is OF controlled and is used to e.g. test controller applications. Restricted due the testbed organization, an
OF VLAN based network-slice was allocated with the OCF and the underlying FlowVisor18. According to ﬁg. 2(a),
the evaluation slice in the OFELIA TUB island uses two access switches (NEC1 and 2) and two aggregation switches
(NEC3 and 4). Moreover, four VMs were booked, two on each server. This setup enables the opportunity for the
concerning simultaneous end to end traﬃc transfer and measurements over diﬀerent ﬂow paths as described in sec. 4.
A→ NEC1→ NEC3→ NEC2→ X (1)
X → NEC2→ NEC3→ NEC1→ A (2)
B→ NEC1→ NEC4→ NEC2→ Y (3)
Y → NEC2→ NEC4→ NEC1→ B (4)
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To evaluate the proposed concept, two paths between the four VMs with a dedicated VM interface mappings
(AVMS 1:eth1; BVMS 1:eth2; XVMS 2:eth2; YVMS 2:eth1) are deployed. Further, an other VM with the Floodlight19 controller
v.0.9 and the Static Flow Pusher module using proactive ﬂow pushing deploy the ﬂow paths by installing the concern-
ing ﬂow-entries. The ﬂows are pre-installed in ﬂow-tables of all involved switches by using the REST API of the static
ﬂow pusher with a shell script for batching curl for the HTTP calls. The installed ﬂows for the data transmission and
the regarding reply are as described by equ. 1 till 4. All ﬂows and the resulting ﬂow-entries are creating a dedicated
link based connection between both pairs of VMs. Therefore a total amount of 12 ﬂow entries matching on the in-port
and having and output port action are required. Summarized, two paths over three devices in both directions.
Fig. 3. Network Topology at TUB-Island
Table 1. OFELIA TUB-island equipment
Name Model Comment
NEC1-4 NEC IP8800/S3640-48TW Up and running
HP1 HP 5400 Up and running
NetFPGA 2x Xilinx Virtex-II Pro 50 FPGA maintenance
VMS1-2 E3-1240 4xCore with 16GB RAM Up and running
Ixia Ixia T1600 + 3x 4port GBit line cards Up and running
IBM 2xXeon 4xcore 2.4 GHz 6GB RAM Up and running
After mapping the proposed topology, as described in ﬁg. 2(a), to the local OpenFlow testbed via the before
mentioned FlowVisor slice, the measurements are conducted. The values are measured with iperf and the parameters
listed in tab. 2. In a parallel transmission between A → X and B → Y throughput values of around 950 MBit/sec are
obtained per ﬂow, as depict in ﬁg. 4(a). This is an aggregated throughput of approximated 1.9 GBit/sec, which was
achieved between the two VM servers, representative for the data-center racks and their regarding hosts. In total ﬁve
samples with a very similar outcome were collected, so that a selected representative sample was used to visualize the
results.
While a single transmission over on ﬂow path is passing the network without any packet loss, using both paths at the
same time is ending up in a minor packet loss of a arithmetical mean value of A → X = 0.24% and B → Y = 0.11%
per ﬂow. The measured packet loss time distribution is depict in ﬁg. 4(b). The reason is not clear due the closed
nature of these proprietary devices, but might be caused by a queue schedule issue which is a usual reason for packet
drops.
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(a) Measured throughput for a single and the aggregated simulta-
neous ﬂows
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(b) Measured packet loss
Fig. 4. Iperf Measurements
Table 2. Iperf parameters
Parameter Value
Protocol UDP
Data length 1450 Byte
Bandwidth 1GBit/sec
Duration 30 sec.
Report Interval 1 sec.
Since full duplex mode is supported by network equipment, an other opportunity is given to increase data transfer in
the aggregation network. The samples processed with iperf in duplex mode between A X and B Y , as described
in equ. 5, 6 and also shown in ﬁg. 5(a), are indicating that this is working without any noticeable interference eﬀects.
(A X)⇔
{
A→ X
X → A (5)
(B Y)⇔
{
B→ Y
Y → B (6)
Finally round trip time (RTT) measurements are performed to determine the system delays. Therefore two scenar-
ios are investigated. In the ﬁrst, one ICMP request are sent from A→ X and from B→ Y . The measured RTT values
do not show any signiﬁcant diﬀerence whether a single ﬂow is used or one ICMP ﬂow per path is used simultaneously.
In the second scenario it was measured in the same way, but with the diﬀerence that the other ﬂow was used to inject
iperf generated traﬃc as described in tab. 2. The measurement results from the second scenario are also depict in ﬁg.
5(b) and labeled with 2FlowsAX* and 2FlowsBY*. The additional traﬃc load in the second path reduces the RTT
values. The reason for this might be caused by an energy saving or sleep mode of the ASIC while it is under low load
conditions, nevertheless more investigations are needed to clearly determine this behavior.
Taking into account the VLAN limitations of the local testbed, TCP traﬃc could not be measured at the moment.
The VLAN tagged interfaces of the used VM’s are exceeding the servers maximum transfer unit (MTU) on the bridged
physical interface. This could be observed in the interface statistics provided by ifconﬁg. Ifconﬁg is monitoring this
failure in the packet errors statistics. The result is that the packets were dropped on the VMS interface and were not
forwarded into the VM, which ends up in a transmission error based on the TCP timeout.
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(a) Measured throughput for both ﬂows simultaneously in duplex
transfer mode
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(b) Measured RTT between VM’s
Fig. 5. Iperf and Ping
6. Future Work
As result of the evaluation in sec. 5, it is clear that the presented approach is delivering a performance gain for
rack-to-rack data transfer. The remaining question is how to distribute diﬀerent interfering ﬂows. In particular, the
open issue is to ﬁnd a suitable algorithm to distribute the ﬂows over the diﬀerent paths in dependency to the all ﬂows
and the load of the paths. This means not necessarily only in a rack-to-rack scenario as in a more general sense, in an
overlay of x ﬂows from y hosts through z network paths with l available capacity / load conditions: f (x, y, z(l)), as for
instance depict in ﬁg. 6. It is an optimization challenge which have the potential to deliver an OpenFlow application
with impact for productive data-centers network environments.
Fig. 6. Flow overlay example with four ﬂows using four diﬀerent paths with one overlay
7. Conclusion
In spite of the promising results more investigations are required regarding the scalability and complexity in usual
data-center L2 domains and their concerning amount of devices. Nevertheless this OF controller application pro-
vides an additional optimization opportunity for the usage in data-center fat-tree access- and aggregation-networks,
demonstrated in sec. 5. The redundant network infrastructure provides additional resources which are used to enhance
the network performance in the regular operation mode. Further this approach comes without the need of additional
port-channel or MSTP based VLAN encapsulations. The entire mechanism is a straight forward use-case realization
on the opportunities the OpenFlow based SDN technology is delivering. The evaluation is based on real switching
hardware and shows clearly that this is a reasonable and feasible approach for a common fat-tree network.
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